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Arguably Spring is the most optimistic season of the year; the return of warm
weather (but what a weather-joke this March has been!), the breeding season
for most birds and mammals… and so we commemorate this happy time with
a rather tenuously themed issue (let’s face it- aren’t all the so called ‘special
issues’ tenuously themed?) …on abused mammals. We have Tim Preston’s
happy fox photography experience taking place a couple of days after the
Boxing Day hunts. A new writer, Derek Barry (Chair of Harlow Badger Group)
gives some timely advice on how best to deal with injured badgers; a sad
story as the badger he rescued did not survive. Our resident dormouse
enthusiast Sam Devine Turner deconstructs a childhood book and shows how
well-meaning fiddling can actually be detrimental to these attractive and
charismatic rodents.
There’s some more mammal record photos from County Mammal Recorder
Lorcán Adrain – again more regrettable roadkill, though these pictures are
important in supporting the vital mammal records you’re making for
Shropshire.
Mammal adventurer Robin Bennett continues his inspiring series of articles
describing how to locate and photograph unusual mammals in Shropshire and
beyond. Unfortunately his piece for this issue ends on a heartbreaking note
as he obtains first hand evidence of a sickening attack on his local hares. It
just underlines the importance of rural vigilance in combatting wildlife crime.
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Heads–up!

Congratulations are due to three regular and faithful writers
for the Shropshire Mammal Group Newsletter.
You’ll
remember reading Tim Preston’s remarkable piece ‘When a
So that’s the abused animals all ticked off. I’m really pleased to welcome
seal is born’ for SMGN33 (Winter 2017). Tim made the bold
ecologist Roy Leigh to the SMG Newsletter, with a great article about mustelid
step of sending the set of images to BBC Wildlife magazine;
monitoring from across the Cheshire border, featuring photos by Andy Harmer
they were rightly very interested, and willing to pay to use
whose bat photography was showcased in SMGN30 (Spring 2017). Wren Sant
the images. So Tim has a full page words and photos feature
of Harper Adams University updates us on the University Mammal Challenge;
in the May issue currently on sale! He is also writing a
Dave Lewis brings us the latest news from his man-cave projects and Stuart
regular photography column for Wrekin News magazine and
has been published in the new Shropshire Weekly mag as
showcases the Californian enthusiasm for the Shropshire pine martens. We
well.
have a huge article by Lorcán which gets to grips with the way in which our
Well done also to Robin Bennett whose
mammal records are processed, and we have Stuart’s Notes from the Chair
brown hare photo appeared as backdrop
and Malcolm’s Membership Matters.
to the weather report on Midlands Today
on Feb 28th.
So we close the Spring issue with two helpings of bones nonsense
And also huge personal
(one being a shamelessly recycled article from last year (sack that
The usual disclaimer appliescongratulations to Dave
author!), and the usual round-up of forthcoming events. Look out
the opinions expressed in the
SMG Newsletter are those of the Lewis, who has become
for your next SMG Newsletter in your mailbox on or about the 23rd
a grandfather! (I think
individual contributors, not
June. (Contributions needed / Don’t hold back / Get scribing!)
that’s all for now!) Ric.
necessarily the views of the

Have a happy happy Spring!

Ric Morris

ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk

SMG, unless stated to be so.

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Notes from the Chair

by Stuart Edmunds, SMG Chair

A huge thank you to everyone who was able to attend our AGM on 21st January and to our current committee members
for continuing in their roles for 2018. We welcomed Darren Smith to the committee during the AGM and all look forward
to working with him over the coming months.
The meeting also included a fascinating talk on the Welsh Beaver Project by Alicia Leow-Dyke. Alicia
referenced the potential for extending plans beyond Wales; to release beavers into suitable areas in
bordering counties, which could be incredibly exciting news should it ever go ahead. During times of
public spending cutbacks, which has seen cuts on flood defence systems across the UK, the release of
beavers could be the low-cost answer to flood prevention here in the future. With DEFRA backing of a
planned release of beavers into the Forest of Dean, it is becoming clear the prospect of seeing beavers
back on Shropshire rivers and brooks might no longer be
fantasy, but a very real prospect and we will be watching with
keen eyes to monitor how things progress.
But for the time being, there are still plenty of other mammals
to record in Shropshire! Whether it is a grey squirrel, brown
rat or rabbit, all mammal records are valuable to us, so please
keep sending them in. Thanks to the hard work of Lorcán in
compiling all the records sent in into a database, we
now have most of the county covered. BUT we still
Darren Smith – on t’committee!
have a few blank squares with no mammal records
Pic: www.landsway.uk
listed at all. If you are able to help "fill in the blanks",
please have a look at the online maps on our website
to see if there are any blank patches near you, or email Lorcán for information on areas
that require some recording efforts.

Alicia and Hanc Pic: Alicia

At time of writing it’s beginning to look as if winter will last until June this year. But
when spring eventually arrives, for those mammal recorders not particularly fond of
mammal tracking in cold and wet conditions, the time for mammal spotting and recording is upon us- though it can still be a
challenge. The warming weather will begin to stir many mammal species into thinking about courting and breeding. Hedgehogs
will be waking up from hibernation and will begin to reappear in gardens after their hibernation and by May, young badgers will
be emerging from the relative safety of their underground homes. As far as I am concerned, the best time of the year has now
arrived; we have the spring and summer to look forward to. And of course, pine martens will become more active and will
hopefully start to appear on camera traps again!
As always, we look forward to seeing you at an event soon (see "events section" for upcoming activities). Coming up are more
dormouse events with Sam, hedgehog monitoring in Ellesmere and coming up this summer will be another of Ric's amazing bone
workshops. Watch this space for details.
Stuart Edmunds

Corporate members of Shropshire Mammal Group
…and Membership Matters

by Malcolm Monie, SMG Membership Secretary & Treasurer

Shropshire Mammal Group is grateful to its corporate members for their support.
Pearce Environment Ltd

Whitchurch Community Water Vole Project

The British Hedgehog Preservation Society

Keith Roberts and Son; Lower Wallop Farm

Field Studies Council, Preston Montford

As of the date of the last SMG Committee meeting we are pleased to announce that we now have a record 155 members; this
figure includes 12 junior members! A cause for celebration I think; Shropshire Mammal Group has never been more healthy.
The joint membership arrangement with the Mammal Society has now come to an end. Unfortunately it seemed to have worked
better for the local groups than for the Mammal Society and a decision was made by the Society last year to withdraw this offer.
With this in mind, a particular thanks to existing Mammal Society members who have shown willing to fork out the extra fiver a
year to support SMG. For those who are not already Mammal Society members, please do not be put off joining the Mammal
Society independently of Shropshire Mammal Group, if you wish to pursue your interest in mammals more seriously. Anyway,
we hope you all enjoy your SMG membership and the chance to get involved with our activities.
Malcom Monie
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Words & photos by Tim Preston

I shared the post supporting the #keeptheban
sentiment along with a comment of how I would like to
photograph a fox in 2018. By the end of the day I had a message
from Tris asking if I’d like to go out with him one day to see if we
could find some foxes to photograph! “What!?” I couldn’t believe
my luck. I have admired the work Tris carries out for a long time.
I remember mentioning to Pete Lambert from Shropshire Wildlife
Trust once how I would like to meet Tris. I find it fascinating how
he builds artificial setts, holts and undertakes projects that make a
genuine difference to our environment and wildlife. I could not
believe this opportunity had arisen.
We arranged to meet up just two days later on the 28 th of December.
I arrived at Tris’s office early doors. It was a cool fresh morning
with blue skies and sunshine. The ground was covered in frost and
the lanes were icy. After a short chat and a welcome mug of coffee
we jumped in his truck and headed off down the lanes in search of
the foxes.
I never dreamt I would have such an informative day out. We
parked up and headed off across the field in our camo attire, there
is a selfie floating around on Tris’s wildlife photography page on
Facebook. Tris is an absolute mine
of information and we had barely walked a hundred metres before he was showing me
Pic: Tris
evidence of badgers and foxes at a bridge which crossed a stream. During the day he
showed me prints of foxes, what a fox path looks like, the sort of habitat they like and
areas they like to rest up in. He pointed out and explained the scents they leave and I
was even lucky enough to smell fox poo! I also got to smell otter spraint and badger
poo too during the day! Not quite the perfume department at Debenhams but I know
where I would much rather have been. (Not shopping if you’re unsure).
During the day he showed me numerous fox paths and badger setts too. We spent a
good few minutes at one sett where he showed me all the signs to look for to deem
whether a sett is active, even down to finding a solitary badger hair. When Tris talked
about foxes he came across as very knowledgeable, when he talked about badgers he
was passionate. He knew so much and shared so much information.
The frost hindered our progress a little as we tried to walk quietly through the longer
grass with every step sounding like we were walking on crisp packets. Did we see a
fox during the day? Of course we did, in fact we saw three. Tris spotted the foxes in
the distance long before I did and stalking the fox was exhilarating. My heart has never
raced so much whilst moving so slowly. We got extremely close to the one fox before
it bolted along the hedgerow, over a bridge and out of sight. Did I get a photo? Yes!

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please

Photo by Tris

All the way back in 2017, Boxing Day to be precise, I shared a post on my Facebook photography
page from a gentleman called Tris Pearce. It was
a photo of a fox looking straight down the lens of
his camera. The post read:
“Whilst some cruel people went out on
horseback to murder wildlife, I went for a
walk and took this lovely photo of a dog fox.
Takes more skill to get this close to a wild
fox and is more enjoyable”.
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What a great day out and I will be forever grateful to Tris
for taking the time to share his knowledge with me.

I went out with Tris wanting to photograph a fox, and I did that.
What I don’t think Tris realised is that I left with a new found passion
for mammal tracking and in particular a new found love for badgers. I can’t believe
there is so much out there that I hadn’t seen. The prints, the paths and the scats,
within a few weeks I was out applying the skills that I had learned from Tris. I am
lucky enough to have been given access to farmland just a short drive from my
home. On that land I have found a large active badger sett with three outlying setts
too. There is a very well-trodden fox path as well. I would never have found these
without the knowledge Tris passed on. I
found the setts were active by examining
the spoil heaps and the areas near to
entrances.
The way in which Tris
explained everything seemed to just stick
in my mind.
I got a real buzz from finding these setts,
I then got an even greater thrill
discovering they were active, all the clues
were there. Except a hair… I couldn’t find
a hair. I left my trail cams in the area for
a few days and I was genuinely ecstatic
when I saw the clips on the tiny little
screen, the black nose and the vivid white
stripes appearing from the hole sniffing
the air as it emerged cautiously. I watched the next few
clips there was not one badger but two! Even more exciting was the fact that
they mated too (does that sound a little bit wrong) so hopefully the sows will be
expecting some youngsters in the coming weeks. Even though I have not seen
these badgers in the flesh yet, I feel attached to them in some way. It feels like
a reward for the effort I have put in.
My thirst for knowledge on these tunnel dwelling creatures led me to purchasing
Tris’s dads book. Badger Behaviour, Conservation & Rehabilitation by George E.
Pearce. I genuinely don’t enjoy reading but this book really is a pleasure to read.
It is written in such a way that you feel you are there. There is so much factual
information shared in a manner that is almost written as a biography. A journey
of how a secret hobby became a career and how one family helped so much
wildlife. It managed to engage me, like Tris did on our day out, I felt like I was
taken on the surveying trips, rescue missions and I was stood in the courtrooms.
It managed to make me care even more about the daily ordeals and dangers that my new
found badgers face as they go about their business. The stories about rescue badgers are
both heart-warming but heart breaking at the same time. This book is definitely worth a read.
I would again like to sincerely thank Tris for opening up a whole new world to me and giving up his valuable time. Thanks
to Tris, a field isn’t just a field anymore.
Tim Preston
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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2017 mammal record summary

by Lorcán Adrain
Shropshire County Mammal Recorder (VC 40)

We were a bit down on records submitted to us in 2017, a total of 1466 verified records although we had 1595
record in total submitted for Shropshire. These have been provided by 214 different recorders and covered 313
different tetrads. 1281 records were for 2017 then 216 records for 2016 with the rest spread over seven different years.
This covers 30 different terrestrial mammals with badgers coming out on top but closely followed by hedgehogs. For the
first time we have had a record of wild boar in the county.
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it at bit.ly/SMGrecord as this will help in building our Mammal Atlas
of Shropshire.

Top Ten Mammals
Badger
Hedgehog
Wood mouse
Otter
Bank vole
Grey squirrel
Mole
Fox
Hazel dormouse
Brown hare

Top Ten Recorders
Meles meles

Erinaceus europaeus
Apodemus sylvaticus
Lutra lutra
Myodes glareolus
Sciurus carolinensis
Talpa europaea
Vulpes vulpes
Muscardinus avellanarius
Lepus europaeus

Figure 1

Figure 2

199
190
115
108
84
83
81
76
73
70

Cathy Turtle
Mike Sokolowski
Lorcán Adrain
Peter Roberts
Tris Pearce
Julie Burroughs
Anna McCann
Malcolm Monie
Rebecca Bolton
Sam Devine-Turner

144
143
104
96
94
82
54
48
39
37

Figure 3

Explanation of terms:
A hectad is a 10km × 10km square of the
Ordnance Survey National Grid.
A tetrad is a 2km × 2km square of the OS
National Grid.
A monad is a 1km × 1km square.
Should it be necessary to identify individual
tetrads and monads within the hectad, the
‘DINTY’ designation can be used.
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please

DINTY download is from
cumbriabotany.co.uk
(NY45 is a Cumbria hectad)

Figure 1: The 2017 records by tetrad; Figure 2: 2017 records with 1km monad to show area the records are in.
Figure 3: The total tetrads recorded in Shropshire and our immediate boundary
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All
our grid references, be they OS or
latitude/longitude are stored as recorded, then we
convert them to 10m reference and tetrads. The
Shropshire Ecological Data Network (SEDN) and the
National Biodiversity Network (NBN) require us to
provide the recorded grid reference and the tetrad
where possible. The site I use for this is:
www.wildlifeinformation.co.uk/recording_gagr.php
This map can be zoomed and place-marked to
provide the normal 10m reference that we use; and
by selecting the appropriate scale by ticking the
boxes you can see the DINTY square on the map. The
2km square tetrad is the standard unit used when
producing maps for vice-counties.

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Total hedgehog records for Shropshire;
Total badger records;
Total otter records;
Total hazel dormouse records;
Total mole records.

Disclaimer:

On the next page you can review
some
of
the
all-important
photographs sent in by recorders
to support their records.

The following article (see next page)
features images of small fluffy mammals, many of which
are regrettably dead… If easily upset please look away
immediately and do not under any circumstances review
Jaime G’s deceased badger or Lucy Wrench’s snuffed wood
mouse… Isobel Evans’s tragically unfortunate polecat is
also at peace now but we are not sure about Charlotte
Bell’s recumbent hedgehog.
SMG cannot be held
responsible for any trauma suffered by the sensitive.

Lorcán Adrain

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Photographic records

Compiled by Lorcán Adrain
Shropshire County Mammal Recorder (VC 40)
(with credit to the photographers and submitters of the records)

Molehill Talpa europaea
8 Oct 2017
Ashley Deane

Wood mouse Apodemus sylvaticus
7 Oct 2017
Lucy Wrench

Polecat Mustela putorius
4 Oct 2017
Isabel Evans

Badger Meles meles
10 Sep 2017
Jaime G

Hedgehog Erinaceas europaeus
10 Sep 2017
Charlotte Bell

Hedgehog Erinaceas europaeus
31 July 2017
Richard Hammerton

Bank vole Myodes glareolus
27 Aug 2017
Rebecca Bolton

Grey squirrel Sciurus carolinensis
27 Aug 2017
Lee Johnson

Pygmy shrew Sorex minutus
28 Aug 2017
Rebecca Bolton

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Injured badger advice

Spring 2018
by Derek Barry

Previously published on Facebook & used with permission

Never assume a badger seen lying by the road is dead!

She watched me in silence unload my rescue cage and
thick blanket and kneel down alongside her. She had
some cuts on both back legs and a blooded nose from
head impact.
With my thick gloves on for added
protection, just in case, I covered her with the blanket and tucked it under her body. I then gently lifted
her into the cage; she did give a groan of discomfort on the initial lift probably due to some internal
injuries, though she made no attempt to struggle at any time. I headed to Bishop’s Stortford Veterinary
Hospital.

Photo: Derek Barry

After being hit by a car and left for dead, this badger
spent all night and the following morning on its back by
the roadside. It was only by chance a local lady whilst
driving by spotted it, noticed some movement and
phoned me for help. When I arrived at 1.20pm the
badger, an adult sow, was still on her back, stretched
out, front legs in the air; the only movement was from
her head as she turned towards me as I approached and
gave me a short growl.

This picture shows
the actual badger
that was rescued
in this story. I’m
the chairman of
Harlow
Badger
Group.
www.hbg-uk.org

During examination at the vet’s, she found comfort resting her head on my hand with her front legs wrapped
tightly round my glove. Sadly, no amount of prodding around the lower body and pinching the skin between
the back claws to see if the badger would react by pulling her legs away, produced a response, she just lay
there watching, paralysed from the waist down. She must have been hit with such force for her to have
landed on top of the verge, she could not have crawled that far with such injuries.
Unfortunately nothing could be done for her. On the advice of the vet, the decision was agreed on welfare
grounds to put her to sleep. She was given an injection to sedate her. Whilst still cradling my glove; I laid
her back on the blanket in the cage for the sedation to take effect. This was followed up with the final
injection that would see her drift away. Very sad outcome for this beautiful badger.
I prepared this article to make the point; never assume a badger is dead because someone reporting it says so!
Information:
If you find a badger by the roadside that appears dead, but on closer inspection, is still alive, either in pain or unconscious,
please take extreme care. If it is conscious it will be frightened and likely to bite; they have powerful jaws and can inflict
deep wounds. If you have a blanket or large towel available, cover the badger to keep it calm and warm until help
arrives.
For rescuers wanting to respond quickly to an injured badger and get it to the nearest wildlife hospital or vet for
treatment, it’s vital that verbal contact is made by phone by the person, giving the exact location along with any helpful
landmarks; delays caused by reporting in by emails or text risks prolonging the suffering, further injuries or even death
of the badger by other vehicles coming in contact with it!
The Badger Trust website has a list here that will help you find your local badger group around the country.
Shropshire Badger Group website is here.

The

The period from 1st December – 30th June is always a worrying time for all badger groups, as during these months the
injured or dead badger may well be a suckling sow, in which case we need to locate her sett and monitor it to see if her
cubs surface in distress. If the latter, a decision on their welfare needs will be made to either support-feed the cubs at
their natal sett or remove them to a wildlife centre.
Derek Barry
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Torpor: Winter’s way

Spring 2018
Words & photos by Dave Lewis

For some of us intrepid nature-chasers, winter can go several ways; it’s either an opportunity to try and
bag those erminesque changes that occur almost without notice or it’s a Hunker-Bunker-Down, gathering
in resources ready for the spring. Bizarrely, for me, it’s been a mixture of both; although now tending towards the
latter.
The earlier heavy snowfalls in December provided a stunning backdrop to any viewing, whichever way you looked. Our
involvement with fostering rescue dogs took up a significant chunk of this period and impinged on the spare time to get
out in the hills, dog-free, but the up side was that the weather allowed fresh local tracks to be observed. The snow
blanket over the micro-climated grass substrate no doubt held a myriad tunnels, but these too, I noticed, once the snow
had cleared, were far more visible and obvious for a good few days after the melt. Some still are; and just a few days
ago I saw a wood-mouse scurrying through a main thoroughfare.
So the enforced torpor of winter has draped its shawl over my shoulders, given me (and many others I know) a rotten
and sometimes debilitating cold and appears to have shackled me with inactive periods leaving hollow pages in
notebooks. I made up for this by attending the AGM at Preston Montford which was followed by the excellent update
about the Welsh Beaver Project presented by Alicia Leow-Dyke. I’ve also since been furthering my involvement with
badgers, with hopefully more to come. Now, I like to get all my little ducks in a row
before I rush head-long into an activity and hence this is now a Hunker-Bunker Winter
of Mixed-Content.
Some gifts I had for the Christmas
tide were particularly handsome: a
full Eurasian beaver skull (left) and
a brown hare skull (right) so the
close-up photo work was well
covered. I know to some it might
sound a tad macabre but the chest
freezer is starting to fill up with
some very interesting specimens.
The photography, close-up, macro
and micro is a fascinating area of
interest; but having it
combined with an interest
in mammals is a great
way
to
explore
the
structures of bodies. I
particularly enjoy their
dentition
and
the
fabulous structures that produce it (beaver cheek teeth,
lower right). My future goal in the skull department is to
explore the inner ears (no particular reason) but having
several skulls of sundry mammals available makes it a
distinct possibility.
Being involved with the pine marten group has also taught
me patience! Despite copious trail camera exploits, I’ve
yet to get one on camera, but I’m winter-working on that
too with infrared kit. Oh for a thermal camera! Our
efforts (not only mine) were severely thwarted when
extensive tree-felling operations took place largely where
the martens were; undoubtedly they’ve re-located, so we
start again, as it were, although there is still a localised area where I’m setting cameras.
So while there’s rather thin additions to Lorcán’s register of sightings over the colder months – I’d like to think that in
some ways, apparent inactivity, has its rewards after all.
Dave Lewis
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Tinkle and Winkle
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by Sam Devine Turner

Harton Hollow is a small woodland nature reserve near Craven Arms. It was designated as a SSSI due not
only to the fact that there are many ancient woodland indicator plants within this stretch of
woodland but also because the underlying limestone has resulted in some rare woodland flora.
Herb Paris, lily-of-the-valley, sanicle and common toothwort are just some of the ground flora
plants you may find here, whilst the under-storey shrub layer consists mostly of holly, hazel and
honeysuckle and within the tree layer you will see a mix of sessile oak, ash, field maple and sadly
some conifer remaining from previous forestry operations.
The woodland sits adjacent to an agricultural field, and along the boundary sits an ancient
hedgerow, un-managed and overgrown, consisting mostly of hazel but also field maple, blackthorn,
hawthorn and some large oaks. I had been tasked with visiting this hedgerow to estimate the
numbers of different tree species that Shropshire Wildlife Trust would need to buy in order to plant
up the hedgerow to begin restoration. The reason for my involvement with this task was due to
the fact that I help to monitor hazel dormice Muscardinus avellanarius on this nature reserve.
They exist in small numbers within this woodland, and we felt that restoration of the hedgerow
would go a great way towards helping provide them with more food throughout their waking months, more nesting space
for pregnant females, and better connected dispersal routes for the juveniles.
On my drive from Shrewsbury to Harton Hollow, I pass by a muddle of buildings from which garden plants, antiques,
benches, ornaments and many other fascinating objects are sold. On this particular day in which I travelled to the
woodland to assess the hedgerow, I decided to stop and take a look through all the bric-a-brac and see if there were
any gems amongst it. To my great surprise and disbelief, I discovered a very old (well… 1947), very beautiful book,
entitled ‘Twinkle and Winkle, Two Dormice’; told by Phyllis Kelway, illustrated by Len Fullerton.
Flicking through the book I noticed it was a children’s book
written from a first person perspective, and within were lots of
beautiful drawings of dormice, some in black and white but
others in colour. At a bargain price of 50p I thought there was
no way I could leave it here to be found by someone else, it
had clearly meant for me to find it, and so I purchased it and
went on my happy way to the wood.
That evening when I returned home, I settled down with a cup
of hot coffee in one hand, and ‘Twinkle and Winkle’ in the other,
and began to lose story of these two little dormice. Phyllis told
a magical tale of how she happened across Twinkle and Winkle,
and made them a beautiful little jungle home for them to eat
and sleep in. She told of how she watched them build their
nest from little pieces of honeysuckle bark, ivy
leaves, and hay, and how this nest evolved into a
domed ball within which the creatures would sleep in
the day. She told of how, at the start of autumn, she
found them one day in a state of torpor, but; being
unaware that this was an energy-saving behaviour
that would lead them into hibernation over winter;
she panicked, and held the little creatures in her hand
until they warmed and woke. She told of how the
two characters informed her that their behaviour was
normal, and that they were ‘born to sleep’. The story
ended with Twinkle and Winkle announcing that it
was truly bedtime, and Phyllis spoke of her eagerness
to see them again once the ‘April crocuses bloom in
the grass’.
Illustrations by Len Fullerton, reproduced by Sam D-T
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Now, being an ecologist and having worked with dormice for a couple of years, the geek in me must point out that there
were a number of ecological errors within Phyllis’s story. She described how both
dormice took beech leaves off a tree she provided for them and ate them;
however, dormice are in the family Gliridae, and thus unlike other species in the
order Rodentia, lack a caecum in their digestive system, meaning they cannot
digest large amounts of vegetative material. Phyllis told how the two creatures
stored nuts in a hollow log on the floor, and there are two errors with this
particular part of the story. Firstly, dormice hibernate over winter and so eat as
much as they can prior to this, depending on their fat reserves to get them
through these long months; they don’t actually make stores of food. Secondly,
although not unheard of, it is very rare for hazel dormice to come down to the
ground unless it is for survival, hibernation, and sometimes dispersal. A final
error with the story was that Phyllis described the nest that they were making as
their hibernation nest, and they curled up in this domed nest to overwinter.
However, these gorgeously structured nests made by dormice are not made for
hibernation, they are in fact made as maternity nests or sometimes just resting
places through the waking months. Although little has actually been proven
about dormouse hibernation due to the difficulty in finding a hibernating
dormouse, it seems the most likely hibernation site for them is on the ground, in
a pile of and covered by damp leaf litter. This is because at this level there is
less temperature fluctuation so they don’t arise from hibernation too early when
there is not yet any spring food for them, and the dampness of the leaf litter
ensures they don’t desiccate.
The geek in me is not cringing – honest…!
Furthermore, of course I have to point out the issues of legality with some of
the actions carried out by Phyllis’s character. Within the story, she handles the dormice two or three times, and we all
know that dormice can only legally be handled by someone with a license that allows them to do so, or by someone with
this licensed person who has been accepted as competent. One of these times Phyllis holds the two dormice in torpor
throughout the night and wakes them with her warmth; yet not only is this illegal, but it could potentially be very harmful
to these small creatures, costing them a huge amount of energy to wake themselves up and then go back into torpor or
hibernation. Finally, Phyllis tears open the nest when she is scared that the dormice have passed away; and again, this
is hugely illegal and could potentially be incredibly harmful, costing the creatures lots of energy to rebuild the nest.
Dormice and their nests and resting places are all protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, as amended,
and they are a European Protected Species, too. A very different legal situation from 1947, although the animal welfare
aspects of Phyllis’s reckless behaviour are, unfortunately, timeless.

Tiny juvenile and chubby adult dormice
both by Amber Bicheno
OK, OK…. Now perhaps I am unnecessarily picking apart a beautiful fantastical story
Alert and torpid dormice held by
written by an author with a clear and innocent love for these gorgeous creatures.
licensed handler – but not for long!
The moral of Phyllis’s story was that loving and caring for our wonderful British wildlife
Both pics Sam D-T
is nothing but rewarding. If you build it, they will come; plant native British fruiting
trees such as blackthorn, hazel and crabapple, restore and lay your hedgerows, provide seeds and suet balls, leave leaf
litter where it is, stack deadwood in piles, and the animals in your garden will love you for it. In a time when reports
suggest that our wildlife is declining, it is ever more important to ensure that your garden is a sanctuary for the wildlife
that you hold dear. Who knows – you may even see a dormouse in your garden, on your bird feeders, as one lucky
Shropshire person did last year!
Sam Devine-Turner
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by Roy Leigh with all photos by Andy Harmer

Encouraged and enthused by the work being undertaken in Shropshire, we (Roy Leigh and Andy
Harmer), having just completed projects on other orders have decided to embark on a project to
assess the county status for the enigmatic suite of animals in the family Mustelidae.
What are we proposing? A five-year project utilising a variety of survey
methods and recording techniques, with some species-specific recording
techniques thrown in for good measure.

Drone shot of Cheshire farmland landscape showing
excellent connectivity and dispersal corridors

Initially, we feel that we need to give the mustelid group a platform
where we will outline known distribution and habitat requirements within
the county and raise awareness of each species to the county’s
naturalists and the general public. To achieve these aims we will be
launching a social media campaign, with the objective of becoming a
central hub for receiving mustelid records. Once verified the records will
be merged with trusted datasets from the Vincent
Wildlife Trust and rECOrd to enable a better
understand of the Cheshire populations. The LRC
rECOrd will be the recipient of all new records.

It is hoped that there can be synergy between us, the Shropshire Mammal Group, North Wales
Mammal Group and Vincent Wildlife Trust as the exchange of data and ideas can only be fruitful
for conservation. It is not unreasonable to assume that the relatively recent additions to our
mammal fauna, be it yellow-necked mouse Apodemus flavicollis, polecat Mustela putorius or otter
Lutra lutra, are migrant stock from Shropshire and Wales and it would be remiss of us not to try
and understand the corridors being used for this expansion, and likewise, we will try to
understand better the barriers that are obstructing expansion of range for mustelids.

On a more positive note we have 20 remote camera traps
out and many baited: a Dutch group has modified a "jiggler"
(a tea strainer which is filled with bait or scent and attached to a metal rod) to successfully
attract polecats; see- http://stichtingkleinemarters.nl/jiggler/. We are currently looking for
the preferred type of bait for the various species. If we achieve enough detections and
footage, we are going to attempt to look at detection probabilities for polecats through
occupancy modelling (maybe using the different baits/lures as covariates) or use random
encounter models to estimate polecat population density. This is very much work in progress and we will keep you
updated with its progress. Drones have been used for assessing habitat connectivity and a Mostela is in situ at a prime
location.
One attraction for undertaking a project on mustelids is the paucity of detailed knowledge regarding the ecology of many
of the species, despite the numerous hours put in by dedicated mammologists. It is undoubtedly enticing to think that
even the most apparently-mundane records could reveal detailed behaviour not observed or recorded before.
Recent research confirms that second generation rodenticides are a major threat to predatory birds and mammals that
occupy our farmland. A recent study by VWT indicated that 79% of dead polecats tested by the Institute of Terrestrial
Ecology (ITE) had high levels of the poison in their livers. This will probably apply to stoats and weasels Mustela erminea
and M. nivalis too therefore we will be supplying roadkill carcasses to ITE for further analysis.
Roy Leigh & Andy Harmer
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Badger Meles meles

Polecat Mustela putorius

Roadkill recording - this is unfortunately the way most
records are generated, but each roadkill record can be
Stoat roadkill Mustela erminea 
better utilised, so we will be investigating the site in more
detail to try and understand the factors that contribute to the deaths on the roads. We
will be looking at the visibility splay, habitat features, corridors leading to the crossing
point, type of road, usage, barriers etc…detailed records will
help with this.
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The story of the Shropshire pine martens about to be delivered to an approving audience.

Talking about martens for California

Spring 2018
by Stuart Edmunds

It is fair to say that over the past six years, California has become a second of home of sorts to me and I generally
grab any opportunity to head over for some sun, desert and to meet the amazing people involved in protecting its
wildlife. Having previously visited projects to learn about how camera traps are being used to monitor extremely rare
species; mountain lions, fisher martens and ringtails and meeting the staff at California Wildlife Center, I was invited back to
give a lecture on Shropshire pine martens in October 2017. The lecture was to be delivered to CWC and National Parks Service
volunteers as part of the annual programme to thank them for their hard work and to inspire them to continue doing what they
love doing. But, delivering a lecture for a federally-administrated organisation requires state approval before any planning can
take place. I was sent the necessary forms to fill in, describing my work in UK wildlife conservation and why it could be useful
to share wildlife monitoring techniques in a land 6000 miles away. It would be the first time a non-academic speaker had
received approval to lecture to NPS volunteers and there was even a chance that my application would not be accepted. But
fortunately, we made a good enough case and at the start of September I received an email to confirm that I was now a federally
approved speaker in the state of California.
It is quite fair to say that the USA’s third largest state, which covers an area of
155,973 square miles (compared to the 50328 square miles that England alone
covers) has a lot more wildlife than we have in the UK. 221 species of mammal
are currently known to inhabit the state, of which 40 are marine mammals (we
have 101 species in total, 15 of which have been introduced or are classed as
feral). Even in California itself, not everyone is aware of the array of mammal
life they have living around them, which made it even more special that
someone from the UK would be invited to talk about a mammal that doesn’t
even inhabit the USA. They do have two species of marten; the fisher
Pekania pennanti and the American marten Martes americana (sometimes
referred to as a pine marten), but it is believed that both species differ greatly
in terms of genetics and behaviour. My talk would aim to not just talk about
the ecology of pine martens but would tell the story of how mammal discovery
has been made increasingly easy thanks to the improved technology that we
now have at our disposal. It would hopefully inspire the audience into learning
more about their abundant species and how they might be able to help monitor some of their lesser known mammals.
And what a receptive audience they were! There were many questions fired my way after the talk about which camera traps
are best, how to place them for good results and someone even asked if they might be able to visit Shropshire to participate in
some pine marten monitoring in 2018. Like many of the talks I give in the UK, the real motivating aspect is the video footage
recorded on camera traps. In a digital age when people are becoming increasingly inspired by video, camera traps have become
accessible at just the right time. Showing a still picture can still have the desired motivational effect, but still-photography has
moved on to a level where many people may only take notice of a photo fit for a photograph of the year competition. And some
of the photographic equipment now available is often above the budget of many an amateur photographer. Camera trapping
offers something slightly different- the quality doesn’t have to be amazing, as long as the footage picks up either the character
of the subject, or something incredibly rare. And it has been
quite clear during the talks I have given at home and abroad that
it is the chance to see footage of animals in their natural
environment that draws people in good numbers.
These
increasingly accessible bits of kit not only collect us mammal
records, but they are helping to inspire other people into gaining
an insight into the natural world on their doorstep.

Note on California Wildlife Center: California Wildlife Center aims to
protect native wildlife through rehabilitation, education, and conservation.
It is dedicated to the rescue and rehabilitation of native California species,
who otherwise would be left to suffer from the effects of human
encroachment, habitat destruction and environmental damage. Please
note that the center is not open for public tours or visits, it is a private
medical/rehabilitation facility. If you want to learn more about the facility
or support it in some way, please visit http://cawildlife.org/
A huge thank you to CWC staff and NPS volunteers for welcoming me, and for taking an interest in an aspect of my work that
began as a small-scale hobby project.
Stuart Edmunds
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The University Mammal Challenge

by Wren Sant

Harper Adams University Conservation Society have officially started the journey of competing in
the University Mammal Challenge. In the previous issue of this newsletter you would have seen an
article by Andrew Barrett introducing us to the challenge and what it involves. But in case you haven’t
seen it, the main aim of the Mammal Challenge is for university students across the country to monitor their university
grounds and see how many mammals they can find; whether it’s a sighting, recording or left behind evidence. All these
data will be used to help monitor populations of the UK’s mammals and their distribution over a variety of habitats. By
gathering these results, it allows conservation programmes to update their databases and see if any populations need a
helping hand. If not, then it’s a brilliant way to see their efforts rewarded with evidence of an increasing abundance of
our fantastic wildlife!
So far we have two teams of a variety of students competing: The Harper’s Mammal Whisperers and the Harper Hares.
We have received our welcome pack now and it’s full of requirements and tips of how to proceed with the challenge. Our
first step of the challenge was to determine where on campus we would be monitoring – each team
has to work within a set 500m radius. Both teams have worked hard to find two perfect areas with
the largest range of differing habitats. Harper Adams University is incredibly lucky to have such a
diverse landscape for its student to study in – onsite we have sparse woodland, plenty of fields lined
with hedges, several bodies of water, a large university farm and urban buildings. Our teams have
already laid down 5 100m line transects each – these transects have to be repeatable for each
month so they have to be in the same place, however we do not have to use the same transect for
each method. The line transects either follow habitat boundaries or cross a number of different
ones. The welcome pack suggested that at least one line transect and one standard walk
needs to be conducted per month – so far live squirrels and sleepy field voles have been
Looks foxy….looks badgery
spotted. We also are collecting ad hoc records of things people spot around campus including
field signs. For each piece of data we must take note of geographical coordinates, habitat and
time of day. We must also record the temperature, cloud cover, wind and precipitation. So the
data we feed back to the databases will be incredibly thorough and hopefully help conservation
programmes in the future.
We had an enjoyable time in the snow last week, as well as making snow angels we found recent
prints of fox Vulpes vulpes, rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus, squirrel Sciurus carolinensis and badger
Meles meles, alongside dog and cat which was great to show the less experienced members.
Most recently we have done owl pellet analysis of pellets
found under a box in a tree (no disturbance to birds
caused and no need for license to collect). So far
we have found a good collection of: bank vole
Myodes glareolus, field vole Microtus agrestis,
common shrew Sorex araneus and we think one
pygmy shrew Sorex minutus. In other mammal
related news on campus we have been running
camera traps baited specifically for mustelids, over
the first 7 days these collected a squirrel and an
unidentifiable small mammal.
We would love for the readers of this newsletter to
get in contact with helpful hints and advice. We would also be really grateful if anyone
has any equipment we can borrow which would be helpful for the Mammal Challenge.
We hope to keep you up to date with articles in the newsletter and anyone who wants
to know more please contact me at 17224600@live.harper.ac.uk
You can find the sign-up page on The Mammal Society website at
http://www.mammal.org.uk/umac/ though registrations closed at the end of January.
If you’re keen to see how the competing teams are doing across the country there’s a
link on the site of the latest Tweets @Mammal_Society. It’s incredibly exciting to see
what the students have found so far!
Wren Sant
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Havergate Island brown hare adventure

Spring 2018
by Robin Bennett

A chance encounter on a footpath outside Much Wenlock and I was hooked – the poise, the gaze, the leggy
good looks! That’s when I fell utterly in love with photographing brown hares. What beauties!

Hares are not common in Shropshire, unfortunately (and see the
footnote at the end of the article for some sad news), so I started to
plan an adventure to a part of the country where my family and I could spend quality time with my new infatuation… so
we packed up the motorhome and off to Surrey we went.
RSPB Havergate Island
Just north of Felixstow, off the coast from Orford, RSPB Havergate is a tiny
wildlife haven, famous for birds (including avocets, terns, spoonbills and
short-eared owls) and the chance to see brown hares Lepus europaeus at
close quarters.
The story goes that hares were introduced to the island for food by the
farmers who once lived there. Since there are no natural predators on the
island, they have now become semi-tame and happy to have their photograph
taken. Could be true!
Brown Hares
If the story about the hares being introduced to the island is true, it is a mirror
of Britain as a whole. The only
indigenous hare is the mountain
hare Lepus timidus (another favourite of mine, see SMG Newsletter 31,
Summer 2017) and the brown hare was probably brought here by the Romans
as a food source.
Locally common across the UK but sparse and probably declining in Shropshire,
hares are loved and protect by some landowners but controlled (legally, by
shooting) and hunted (illegally, with dogs) by others who consider them a pest
to crops or so called ‘fair game’. Hares typically live three to four years and
don’t burrow like rabbits; instead they make simple depressions in long grass,
known as forms, and hunker down during the day to avoid predators. My own
personal experience is that they also like to hide in wooded areas during the
day if the grass is too short in the nearby fields.
Although they don’t burrow like rabbits, they do breed like rabbits! They breed
typically between spring and autumn and healthy females can raise three or
four broods of leverets a season. The leverets are left alone
Stretching Havergate hare
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during the day and then gather at sunset for a once-daily feed until
they are four weeks old. Foxes are a key predator of young hares
and, from what farmer friends tell me, buzzards also target them
too.
Our trip
Anyway, back to our trip. The uninhabited island is a 10 minute
boat trip from Orford Quay and my wife, kids and Dad were all keen
to get to see the stars of the show. It didn’t take us long to find
our first hares although some were more keen than others to sit
still and be photographed. My youngest daughter got some lovely
shots, my Dad enjoyed photographing me photographing the hares,
and my photos made it onto the Hare Preservation Trust and their
calendar. The day ended with a celebratory pint or two of the local
Adnam’s beer. Top trip!

Other beers and
beverages are
available….please
drink responsibly

All hare pics on this page are from Havergate
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Top Tips

Read all about RSPB Havergate Island on their website
https://www.rspb.org.uk/reserves-and-events/reserves-a-z/havergate-island

Boat trips run the first Saturday of every month (apart from May, June & July) and it is essential to book ahead. From memory,
the boat can take ten or so people at most

If you have a small group, you can book the boat on other days as a private
trip if the RSPB warden is happy to take you – that’s what we did and we
had the island to ourselves for the day

There are bird hides on the island, a simple toilet (I think!) and a path or
two – but nothing else. Take everything you need in the way of food &
drink, spare camera batteries, hats, suncream, insect repellent… you get
the idea

The island is flat and the path was pretty sound. My Dad is in his 80s and
found it easy going, so don’t worry if your mobility isn’t great (although
there are steps onto and off the boat)

If you spot a hare locally in Shropshire and fancy your chances of a closeup photo, keep low to the ground and approach really, really slowly. Better
still, crawl on your belly; hares don’t seem to be spooked by approaches
like this and that’s how I’ve got my best Shropshire hare photos over the
years (thanks to Andrew Fusek-Peters for this tip). An alternative is to get
up before dawn and sit in a hedge until the crepuscular hares become
active; Tim Preston has got some cracking shots this
year with this approach.

Sad Footnote
I’ve been lucky in that I have a hare field quite
close to where I live in Much Wenlock. Over the
course of the year I visit to watch the hares going
about their business; boxing in the spring, raising
their leverets and generally being charismatic and
photogenic mammals.
I was devastated to find that my hare field has
been cleared out of hares by (insert your favourite
swearword here) types with lurcher dogs only this
month.
Unfortunately, the field has seen an increasing amount of illegal activity with dogs and, at
the weekend, when I went up check on a trailcam I’d left up there I found it had been stolen
and a dead hare had been left on the fence. Instead of the five or six hares I normally see
there, I saw only two still alive.
It’s easy to assume that everyone on social media is as interested in wildlife as the members of Shropshire Mammal
Group but this is a reminder that it’s not the case. Take care when sharing locations of vulnerable wildlife and report
anything you believe is suspicious or illegal.
Robin Bennett
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Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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The obligatory bones nonsense
i- Understanding Zooarchaeology Part 1

by Ric Morris
An osteology course at Sheffield University

In January this year I was lucky enough to attend a three day osteology course run by the University of
Sheffield Zooarchaeology Laboratory. One of the points I make during my own bones ID courses is that there is
a huge crossover between mammalogy, anatomy, veterinary science, etc etc… and archaeology; I’m always on the
lookout for interesting books with osteology content in all these fields, but there’s no doubt that many of the most useful
bone ID books on the market are a) aimed at archaeologists, and b) published in America.
The Understanding Zooarchaeology courses (there are two, UZ1 and UZ2) are run by Sheffield Uni pretty regularly –
once or twice a year, and of course the focus is very much on archaeological practices, and therefore with the mammals
(and other taxa) which have been of agricultural, economic or cultural importance to humankind in the past. So not
much ID info of, for example, water shrews or squirrels! The courses are delivered by staff of the Zooarch Lab including
Postdoctoral Fellows with the able assistance of an international team of knowledgeable
postgraduate (Masters and PhD) students. There is a high number of delegates on each
course (I didn’t count up, though there must have been 25-30); but this isn’t an issue
because during the numerous practical sessions, every attendee gets plenty of attention
from the postgrads and staff to ensure that the points delivered during the short lectures
are reinforced by our own hands-on examination of the osteo specimens from the
University’s truly impressive collection. It was incredibly useful for me to have the chance
to compare a set of the same bones (humerus, femur, etc.) from a wide range of different
mammals. Many of these reference collection specimens are all colour-coded to assist in
ID too.
The sessions covered mammals (including recently extinct Pleistocene mammals), birds,
fish, reptiles and amphibians with consideration of both ageing and injury as well as disease
pathology. There are numerous hard copy handouts supporting the presentations, plus all
materials supplied electronically on CD too. As you can imagine, I was in my element,
absolutely loved it and learned a lot. Great social interaction is also encouraged, with a
delegate & staff meal in a local restaurant on the evening of the first day, and drinks in
the pub on Day 2. All in all, this course is highly recommended
and I made some really useful contacts in the osteoarchaeology
community who are keen to help me with
Femurs with colour codes so
my Skulls and Bones of British Mammals
you can work out what’s what.
book project.
The University is also offering a number of other courses open to the public; of
particular interest to SMG members may be The History of the British Fauna:
Wild and Domestic Vertebrates which is running from 16-19 July 2018. Contact
Zooarch-shortcourse@sheffield.ac.uk for details.

Above: Some interesting
pathology on an arthritic
badger pelvis.
Left: July’s course.

Spot the @Skull_Bloke. Pic: Zooarch Lab

Ric Morris
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ii- The return of the mammal bone ID course

Spring 2018
by Ric Morris

Well, the last mammal bone identification workshop I ran for SMG in April 2017 seemed to have been well
received as well as the other similar events I have run for North Wales and Herefordshire Mammal Groups. So
I have convinced my fellow SMG Committee members to let me deliver another bones ID course this year. At time of
writing the date is penciled in for Saturday 2 June 2018; we hope to be in the Wenlock Room at FSC Preston Montford,
Shrewsbury SY4 1DX (Grid Reference SJ433143). But please keep an eye on social media and check your email inboxes
carefully for final confirmation of this date and venue.
Why do we need this skull-skill?
Often, random skulls and bones are found on location but due to a lack of identification skills these may not yield a mammal
record. During this all-day event, I plan to explain bone identification techniques especially suited to mammal recording,
enabling delegates to confidently identify the majority of their bony discoveries.















The workshop will cover:
Brief discussion of other types of animal support structures
The structure and naming of the parts of the skeleton
‘Laying out’ a skeleton
How to differentiate mammal bones from bird, amphibian, reptile and
fish bones
How the skeleton affects the way mammals walk and run
How to distinguish insectivores, herbivores, carnivores and omnivores
An introduction to owl pellet analysis
Primary skeletal features of every Order of wild UK mammals, family
and most species, including some domestics
Ageing bones
Identifying bone fragments
A brief look at bone pathology, including abnormalities, deformities,
healed fractures
The opportunity to examine, handle, draw or photograph specimens
from my extensive collection
A reading list
After-course support from me via email

All delegates can expect to eventually receive an electronic PDF copy of the presentation slides for their future reference and
we will probably arrange for hot drinks to be provided at the venue.

Please








bring:
A packed lunch
An 8x or 10x hand lens
Note-taking and / or drawing equipment
Tablet, compact or DSLR camera with macro facility or good quality camera phone for your own photos during
the day
A small ruler for scale for your photos (some Harry Tuffin’s Roofers’ L-squares may be available!)
Measuring calipers if you have them
Any mystery bones or unusual specimens of your own for discussion or identification.

There will probably be a modest fee for existing SMG Members and a little extra for non-members.
All arrangements yet to be confirmed. Numbers strictly limited to 12 delegates. Booking essential!
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Diary dates for forthcoming events

Spring 2018
by Sam Devine-Turner
SMG Events Coordinator

Hedgehog Footprint Tunnels

with Stuart Edmunds & Julie Burroughs
When? Friday 6th April 2018; 1100 – 1400 hrs
Where? Warden’s Bungalow, Cremorne Gardens / The Mere, Ellesmere SY12 0PA.
Description: Stuart of SMG / SWT and Julie of SMG and the Shelter Wildlife Together campaign
will demonstrate how to make a hedgehog footprint tunnel for your garden. The Shelter Wildlife Together campaign
began in January 2016 as a single project. The idea is to use recycled goods and create safe havens for wildlife. The
main aims of this project is to bring the community together, including local businesses and schools to help preserve
wildlife. Telford BESST business have been the head of the project, donating products such as pallets, tubes, corrugated
plastic, cardboard, tape and even dried eggshells for more wildlife- friendly gardening. Severn Hospice have been
involved by painting and filling bug houses, through a creative therapy session led by Shelter for Wildlife. These were
later set up within the Hospice grounds, creating a happy atmosphere for patients, as they were able to watch their
creations become homes for a variety of insects, including mason wasps, mason bees and cuckoo wasps.
Footprint tunnels opens a door to explore what wildlife you have in your garden. If you find out you have a resident or
visiting hedgehog, after this educational workshop, you can look into how to help it further. Learn how to build a
hedgehog home and what food is safe to feed them during the harsh autumn months, leading up to hibernation during
winter. This event will also show you how to create a wildlife friendly garden.
Info: Adult £3.00, Child £2.00. This includes wildlife footprints and hedgehog colouring pictures and advice booklet for
children. Please call 07458 087305 to book your place or email penny.wellman@shropshire.gov.uk.

Dormouse nest box checks

with Sam Devine-Turner
When? Saturday 14th October 2017; time TBC
Where? Date, time and location all to be confirmed in due course
Description: Join Sam Devine-Turner to check dormouse nest boxes at a registered dormouse location.
The People's Trust for Endangered Species PTES set up the National Dormouse Monitoring Programme in order
to record population trends of the hazel dormouse across the country. Shropshire Dormouse Group (an informal
branch of the Shropshire Mammal Group) carry out monthly nestbox checks under license on registered sites
across Shropshire, and supply this information to the PTES in line with this scheme. To minimise disturbance to these
endangered creatures, only very small numbers of people who are in training for their dormouse handling license can
attend the checks on a regular basis, but for this event we are opening one of our checks up to everyone and so this
event is your opportunity to get to see these adorable mammals up close and personal.
Furthermore, you will be taught about the habitat requirements for hazel dormice, survey methods you can carry out
without needing a license to confirm presence, how to properly set up and carry out a nestbox check, what data we
record about individual dormice, and how we collect these data.
Info: Places on this event will be SUPER LIMITED - please email Sam at shropshiredormouse@gmail.com for further
details and to book your place.

British mammal skull & bones ID workshop

with Ric Morris
When? Saturday 2nd June 2018 (Provisional & TBC) 1000 hrs. Expecting to finish about 1630 hrs.
Where? Wenlock Room, FSC Preston Montford (TBC).
Description: Bone ID skills revealed yet again! See Page 20.
Info: See email and social media for conformation of arrangements. Prior booking essential! You
snooze, you lose.

And Finally…

Thanks to all who have responded to my call, once again, for news articles and material for the Newsletter. You all make this job
much easier (and also a true privilege) by giving me articles of such great quality, quarter after quarter. I know that the SMG’s
profile has gained in stature in recent years and its Newsletter has helped in that. I hope all members enjoy this issue and if you
haven’t yet written anything for publication please be encouraged to do so. Just contact me with your ideas and I am more than
happy to work with you on developing the piece. I particularly enjoy publishing work by new contributors!
By the time you read this I anticipate that I will be ‘off grid’, as the expression goes; off on an adventure which I hope
will provide the seeds of an article for the Summer Newsletter. In the meantime please keep sending your records in
to Lorcán Adrain; his contact details on the foot of each page. And why don’t YOU write me something for SMGN35!
You know it makes sense! Get scribing!
Cheers, Ric Morris
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